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ABSTRACT

Submesoscale frontal dynamics are thought to be of leading-order importance for stratifying the upper

ocean by slumping horizontal density gradients to produce vertical stratification. Presented here is an in-

vestigation of submesoscale instabilities in the mixed layer—mixed layer eddies (MLEs)—as a potential

mechanism of frontal slumping that stratifies the upper ocean during the transition from winter to spring,

when wintertime forcings weaken but prior to the onset of net solar warming. Observations from the global

Argo float program are compared to predictions from a one-dimensionalmixed layermodel to assess where in

the world’s oceans lateral processes influence mixed layer evolution. The model underestimates spring

stratification for ;75% 6 25% of the world’s oceans. Relationships between vertical and horizontal tem-

perature and salinity gradients are used to suggest that in 30%6 20% of the oceans this excess stratification

can be attributed to the slumping of horizontal density fronts. Finally, 60% 6 10% of the frontal enhanced

stratification is consistent with MLE theory, suggesting that MLEs may be responsible for enhanced strati-

fication in 25%6 15% of the world’s oceans. Enhanced stratification from frontal tilting occurs in regions of

strong horizontal density gradients (e.g., midlatitude subtropical gyres), with a small fraction occurring in

regions of deep mixed layers (e.g., high latitudes). Stratification driven by MLEs appears to constrain the

coexistence of sharp lateral gradients and deep wintertime mixed layers, limiting mixed layer depths in re-

gions of large lateral density gradients, with an estimated wintertime restratification flux of order 100Wm22.

1. Introduction

The mixed layer (ML) of the upper ocean evolves in

response to momentum input from winds and buoyancy

fluxes (e.g., surface heat flux, inputs of freshwater and

salt). Wintertime cooling and strong winds at the ocean

surface drive convective overturning and mixing that

homogenize the upper ocean, producing deep MLs.

During the transition into spring, warmer, more buoyant

waters cap the underlying wintertime ML, inhibiting

deep mixing and stratifying the upper ocean. This

springtime stratification has large impacts on upper-

ocean biogeochemistry (Sverdrup 1953), air–sea heat

and gas exchange (Belcher et al. 2012), and water mass

formation (Worthington 1953). One-dimensional dy-

namics describe springtime mixed layer evolution as a

competition between deepening by convective over-

turning and wind mixing and shoaling due to buoyancy

input from increased solar warming (Figs. 1a,b). TheML

shallows as increasing net surface heat flux overcomes

mixing and convection. This one-dimensional view, how-

ever, neglects lateral processes that can advect buoyancy

and alter the stratification of the upper ocean.

Large-scale lateral density gradients within the ML are

the net product of numerous, smaller, sharper gradients

and fronts. Consider just one of these sharp fronts (Fig. 1a);

the upper ML is vertically homogenous, but the lateral

structure reveals a sharp density difference. Slumping this

small front transforms the horizontal density gradient

into a vertical stratification (Fig. 1c). This transformation

rearranges the lateral density structure, suggesting that

initial temperature–salinity (TS) horizontal gradients

eventually constitute the vertical stratification. One

small front stratifies the upper ocean locally, and a field

of tilting fronts creates a large-scale stratification.

Recent work suggests that dynamics associated with

submesoscale O(10–100) km fronts are a leading-order

contributor of upper-ocean stratification in the absence

of solar warming. (Boccaletti et al. 2007; Thomas et al.

2008). During wintertime, surface cooling and wind-driven

turbulent mixing act to keep the upper-ocean vertically
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homogenous in the presence of sharp horizontal density

contrasts (e.g., Fig. 1a). These sharp gradients provide a

source of available potential energy (APE). Dynamics

that tap into this APE can result in baroclinic in-

stabilities that grow into submesoscale eddies [ML

eddies (MLEs); Boccaletti et al. 2007]. The flattening of

isopycnals by MLEs is inhibited by wintertime wind

mixing and cooling that work to maintain the vertical

homogeneity of the ML. But theory and model simula-

tions predict that frontal slumping has an important role

in spring, when forcing by winds and surface cooling

weaken but before net solar warming dominates the

vertical buoyancy of the upper ocean. MLEs could ex-

plain why one-dimensional mixed layer models fail to

describe springtime upper-ocean restratification accu-

rately. (Boccaletti et al. 2007; Thomas and Ferrari 2008;

Fox-Kemper et al. 2008; Mahadevan et al. 2010).

This paper focuses on MLEs as the source of spring-

time restratification, yet there are other leading-order

frontal processes that modify stratification in the ML. In

the absence of forcing, vertical isopycnals of a front will

undergo geostrophic adjustment and tilt to a resting

state, as described by Tandon and Garrett (1994).

Frontogenetic flows induce ageostrophic secondary cir-

culations that flatten isopycnals (Hoskins and Bretherton

1972). Additionally, frictional effects are shown to be as

influential asMLEs atmodulatingML stratification.Winds

blowing up/downfront have restratifying/destratifying

effects on the upper ocean (Thomas and Lee 2005;

Mahadevan et al. 2010).

This work takes a global approach to investigate the

following: Why do one-dimensional mixed layer models

fail to replicate ML evolution during the transition from

winter to spring (section 2)? Can the observed stratifi-

cation in excess of model predictions be attributed to

lateral slumping of submesoscale fronts (section 3)? Does

MLE theory explain patterns of stratification induced by

lateral slumping (section 4)? After a regional discussion of

the global results (section 5), alternate frontal processes

that modify ML stratification are explored (section 6).

a. Stratification by one-dimensional processes

MLevolution has been described using one-dimensional

dynamics (e.g., Kraus and Turner 1967; Price et al. 1986;

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a mixed layer density front during winter. Surface winds and deep convection keep the

upper-ocean vertically homogenous, yet lateral changes in buoyancy are retained. Horizontal changes in buoyancy

comprise gradients of temperature and salinity (I). (b) One-dimensional model. During spring, the upper ocean

stratifies as a result of freshwater input (II) and solar warming (III) at the ocean surface. (c) Slumping model.

Stratification at a front can occur without buoyancy input at the surface. As surface forcing weakens, the nearly

vertical isopycnals in (a) begin to tilt as light water is advected over heavy water (IV). In this scenario, the horizontal

density gradient is being transformed into a vertical stratification. Horizontal TS gradients become vertical gradients.

Gray shaded areas in (b) and (c) represent the 50%–90% depth range used in this analysis. (d) Gradients of TS

provide insight into the mechanisms that stratify the upper ocean in the transition into spring.
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Large et al. 1994), balancing deepening by wind mixing

and convective overturning against shallowing by sur-

face warming and freshwater input. Global simulations

that use these parameterizations overestimate ML

depth (Fox-Kemper et al. 2011). This study employs a

one-dimensional model [Price–Weller–Pinkel (PWP)]

to simulate upper-ocean response to surface heat flux,

winds stress, and freshwater input (Price et al. 1986).

Modeled vertical structure is compared with upper-

ocean observations collected by the global Argo pro-

gram (Roemmich et al. 2009) to assess where the spring

transition cannot be explained by one-dimensional

processes and pinpoint regions where lateral processes

are likely influential. Section 2a provides details about

the 1D model and data processing.

b. Stratification by lateral slumping

Adiabatic slumping of a front ultimately results in an

upward transport of buoyancy as the lateral density

gradients (e.g., Fig. 1a) are transformed into a vertical

stratification (e.g., Fig. 1c). The rearrangements of iso-

pycnals imply that lateral gradients of TS are rotated

into vertical gradients. This relationship between verti-

cal and horizontal TS will be used to isolate regions

where adiabatic frontal tilting could account for the

shortfall of PWP model simulations compared to Argo

float observations and is discussed in section 3.

c. Lateral slumping by mixed layer eddies

Boccaletti et al. (2007) and Fox-Kemper et al. (2008)

propose that lateral slumping, and the resulting stratifi-

cation of the ML, occurs via MLEs. As wintertime

forcing weakens, vertical isopycnals begin to undergo

adjustment. Direct slumping due to geostrophic adjust-

ment results in a modest increase in ML stratification as

isopycnals oscillate around a mean state (Tandon and

Garrett 1994). However, at submesoscale fronts, the

Rossby number approachesO(1) and geostrophy breaks

down, allowing these oscillations (or other perturba-

tions) to grow into baroclinic instabilities that develop

MLEs (Boccaletti et al. 2007). These submesoscale in-

stabilities draw upon the APE of the lateral density

gradients, resulting in an eddy overturning circulation

with large vertical velocities that redistribute density

and flatten the initially nearly vertical isopycnals

(Boccaletti et al. 2007; Fox-Kemper et al. 2008). The

existence of submesoscale fronts during winter suggests

that fields of MLEs could have an impact on large-scale

stratification that is not captured by one-dimensional

parameterizations of the upper ocean. Upper-ocean

buoyancy transport by the MLE overturning circula-

tion competes with convection and wind mixing that act

to destroy vertical stratification (Mahadevan et al. 2010).

Fox-Kemper et al. (2008) propose a parameterization

for the slumping of a single submesoscale front into

vertical stratification by a MLE. The overturning

streamfunction is
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where b52g(r/ro) is the buoyancy,H is the ML depth,

f is the Coriolis parameter, and Ce is 0.06–0.08.

The net effect is the transformation of horizontal

density gradients into vertical stratification by an

MLE; this process is potentially important for the ML

buoyancy budget. Although MLEs are not a source of

buoyancy, it is possible to express the overturning

streamfunction Co in terms of an equivalent surface

heat flux (Fox-Kemper et al. 2008; Mahadevan et al.

2012):
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where cp is the specific heat capacity of water, and aT is

the thermal expansion coefficient.

Here, the stratifying effect of an MLE is stated as a

surface heat flux equivalent QMLE. This facilitates

comparison with air–sea heat fluxes and formulates the

impact of this three-dimensional process in a one-

dimensional framework.

This parameterization [(1)] is designed for a single,

resolved submesoscale front and is thus insufficient for

larger-scale models. The resolution of global simula-

tions [O(100) km] cannot resolve the submesoscale

lateral density gradients [O(1–10) km]. Modeled gra-

dients (and observed large-scale gradients) must thus

be scaled appropriately for use in the Fox-Kemper

parameterization [(1)]. Observational studies show

that power spectra fall off at about k22 for horizontal

variance of velocity and tracers (Capet et al. 2008) and

potential density. Fox-Kemper et al. (2011) assume this

and derived a relationship between large-scale density

structure and small-scale gradients. This relationship

extends the utility of (1) to coarser-scale models

through a scale factor Ds/Lf (Fox-Kemper et al. 2011),

where D is the grid resolution and Lf is a typical width

of a submesoscale front taken to be the maximum of

three possible estimates:

L
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The first estimate suggests that frontal width scales as

the ML deformation radius (Hosegood et al. 2006). The

second assumes that stratification in the ML before a

MLE is a result of Rossby adjustment, which scales

as N2f2 5 =b2 (Tandon and Garrett 1994). The third

estimate Lfmin is a tuned parameter for frontal width

approximated to be 0.2–5 km (Fox-Kemper et al.

2011).

In global simulations, the scaling factor is applied to

the overturning streamfunction [(1)] such that C 5 (Ds/
Lf)Co. Similarly, it is applied to (3):
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where QMLE represents the restratifying effects of

MLEs and suggests MLEs will dominate upper-ocean

stratification whenQMLE is comparable in magnitude to

the destratifying effects of negative surface heat flux and

wind mixing. This implies that observations in regions

with MLEs would experience earlier onset of stratifi-

cation than predicted by one-dimensional processes

(Mahadevan et al. 2012). In this study, QMLE is used to

explore where regions of lateral slumping can be at-

tributed to MLEs.

Parameterizations of MLE-induced stratification

have been integrated into global circulation models

(GCM) on top of current one-dimensional ML param-

eterizations [e.g., CCSM4, Danabasoglu et al. 2012;

global coupled carbon–climate Earth System Model

(ESM2), Dunne et al. 2012], yet no observational study

has assessed whether this parameterization is appropri-

ate throughout the world’s oceans. Mahadevan et al.

(2012) use data and model simulations to show that in-

creased ML stratification in the Icelandic basin (IB)

could be attributed to the influence of MLEs. Increased

stratification was observed by autonomous gliders and is

evident in climatological data from the region. The cli-

matological signature of enhanced stratification, com-

bined with the theoretical development of the MLE

parameterization for GCMs, provide a large-scale fin-

gerprint of the integrated effects of this small-scale

process that could be observed on a global scale.

Here, global observations of vertical stratification and

ML TS are used to identify regions of enhanced strati-

fication produced by lateral slumping of horizontal

density gradients. Results are compared with global

maps of QMLE to assess where MLE theory can predict

these patterns of observed stratification induced by lat-

eral slumping. Similarities and discrepancies between

these two distributions will be discussed in the context of

other important ML processes.

2. Stratification: Model simulations versus
observations

a. Data processing

The one-dimensional PWP model (Price et al. 1986)

predicts the time evolution of the vertical structure of

temperature and salinity in the upper ocean. The model

is forced with radiative (shortwave, longwave, and latent

and sensible heat) and freshwater fluxes from the Na-

tional Centers for Environmental Prediction–National

Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis 2 (NNR2)

and winds from the cross-calibrated multiplatform

(CCMP). Model runs are initialized with a single profile

of in situ temperature and salinity calculated from

Conservative Temperature u and Absolute Salinity SA
provided by theMonthly Isopycnal/Mixed-Layer Ocean

Climatology (MIMOC; Schmidtko et al. 2012). Each

model run starts in winter, whenML depths are assumed

to be deepening (1 January for the Northern Hemi-

sphere and 1 July in the Southern Hemisphere). The

model is then run for 250 days with 2-m vertical reso-

lution and 6-h temporal resolution. Runs are performed

throughout the global oceans at locations defined by

NNR2 and initialized for five separate years between

2006 and 2010. This study also employs Argo float pro-

files from the program’s global database (Roemmich

et al. 2009) collected between 2002 and 2013 with a

quality control flag of 2 or better. Hereinafter, analysis is

conducted in terms of u and SA (IOC et al. 2010).

This analysis focuses on theML evolution fromwinter

to spring, during the period before the ocean experi-

ences significant surface heating, when lateral processes

are theorized to have a large role in governing upper-

ocean stratification on time scales of days. Throughout,

time is expressed relative to the day on which total ra-

diative heat fluxQNET changes sign from surface cooling

(negative) to surface warming (positive) t_QNET0. This

allows all years of model output and observations to be

collapsed onto a single time axis. Quantifying t_QNET0 is

complicated by fluctuations in radiative heat fluxes; sign

change can be obscured by intermittent warming

followed a period of cooling. Here, t_QNET0 for each

year is determined by identifying the minimum of the

zero-phase, low-pass (length of 20 days) filtered, time-

integrated QNET derived from NNR2. Both the in-

tegration and low-pass filter act to smooth the data. A

20-day filter was determined through visual inspection

to be the most appropriate length to capture the mini-

mum integrated QNET. A Monte Carlo error estimate

for t_QNET0 combines uncertainties in radiative heat flux

provided byNNR2with a range of low-pass filter lengths

(7–30 days). Regions most sensitive to this calculation

are the lower latitudes (,208) with a standard deviation
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of 5 days; standard deviation decreases to 3 days at

higher latitudes. This range of error is propagated as

background noise when calculating error in subsequent

analyses (sections 2c and 3c). Regions lacking a mini-

mum in integrated QNET (e.g., near the equator) were

omitted from analysis.

Although spring stratification results in ML shoaling,

defining the ML can be challenging because small vari-

ations in ML definition can produce results that differ

greatly (e.g., Sutherland et al. 2014). This study avoids

this obfuscation by focusing on stratification in the upper

ocean [Brunt–Väisälä frequency;N252(g/ro)(Dr/Dz)].
Differences between observed and modeledN2 are used

to identify regions where lateral processes may be im-

portant in the upper-ocean buoyancy budget. Model

simulations of MLEs show the majority of stratification

occurs in the middle of the ML (Mahadevan et al. 2010;

Thomas et al. 2008), as has been confirmed in observa-

tions (Mahadevan et al. 2012). Here, the aim is to cap-

ture the evolution of stratification in the vertically

homogenized wintertime upper ocean during the tran-

sition into spring. Choosing a depth range of focus is

region specific, with a lower bound above the pycnocline

and the upper limit sufficiently below the surface to

minimize small diurnal fluctuations due to heat and

wind. Therefore, N2 values from the model output and

observations are calculated vertically using changes in

density over a depth range defined by 50%–90% of the

MIMOC ML for the month before t_QNET0. Upper

boundaries are capped at 10m, which encompasses

;25% of the regions analyzed. The lower boundary

accounts for uncertainties in the climatologically

smoothed ML depth and provides a buffer from the

stratified pycnocline. Argo quality control precision

thresholds for temperature and salinity are used in a

Monte Carlo error estimate, resulting in N2 standard

deviation O(1027) s21. Salinity measurements from

Argo profiling floats have an accuracy of 0.001 psu;

therefore, both modeled and observed profiles with a

change in SA less than 0.001 psu between the top and

bottom bounds of the 50%–90% ML depth range were

excluded from subsequent analysis. Imposing this sa-

linity threshold excludes profiles with very small values

of N2 and therefore limits the analysis to regions that

exhibit stratification . O(1027) s22, approximately the

magnitude of error expected from Argo profile data.

b. Case studies

Previous studies used one-dimensional mixed layer

parameterizations to describeML evolution near Ocean

Weather Station Papa (OWS-P;Gill andNiller 1973; Large

et al. 1994; Emerson and Stump 2010). There is good

agreement betweenOWS-Pmean observed (2002–13) and

modeled (2006–10) lower ML N2 as a function of t_QNET0

(Fig. 2a), suggesting that one-dimensional dynamics are

sufficient to describe the evolution of upper-ocean stratifi-

cation during the transition to spring, including the period

prior to the onset of net surface warming.

In the wintertime IB, however, modeled N2 underes-

timates consistently the observed N2 (Fig. 2b), sup-

porting the hypothesis that MLEs generate sporadic

stratification throughout winter. Additionally, the ob-

served N2 increases before t_QNET0, consistent with the

results reported by Mahadevan et al. (2012).

c. Global studies

An analysis of the world’s ocean follows a similar ap-

proach. Observed and modeled vertical profile data are

binned spatially at 23 2 NNR2 data points, yielding grid

resolution of 3.758 longitude and 3.788–3.818 latitude.

Within each bin, depth-averagedN2 for 40–10 days before

t_QNET0 (total of 30 days) are used to create a non-

parameterized probability density function (PDF; i.e.,

kernel distribution) that provides the mode of the N2

distribution. The 10-day shift away from t_QNET0 5 0 ac-

counts for uncertainties in t_QNET0 to ensure that the

1-month window excludes the period after the net surface

heat flux changes to warming. The mode provides a more

robust representation of the stratification in a given region

by minimizing the influence of spurious events and, in

general, results in lower values of observedN2 than mean

or median-based calculations. Regions where less than 10

ARGO profiles were available for the PDF were omitted

from this analysis. Modeled and observed stratification

are compared as a ratio of the two mode values (RN2):

R
N2

5
N2

obs

N2
mod

, (6)

where anRN2. 1 implies a larger observed stratification

than what is predicted by the 1D model. Global maps of

RN2 identify regions where springtime stratification ex-

ceeds that predicted by the 1D model (Fig. 3a, orange

highlights). The RN2 error is estimated using a Monte

Carlo approach, adding noise to t_QNET0, u, and SA for

repeated calculations of mode N2 (Fig. 3b) Following

Hosegood et al. (2006), the increase in stratification due

to lateral slumping in relation to that expected from one-

dimensional dynamics is RN2 ’ 1.5. Adopting this as a

threshold yields an estimate that one-dimensional dy-

namics fail to reproduce observed springtime stratifica-

tion in 75%6 25% of the oceans analyzed in this study,

where error is estimated using values shown in Fig. 3b. A

more conservative threshold of RN2 . 2 suggests that

60%6 25% of observed springtime stratification cannot

be explained by one-dimensional dynamics.
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3. Signatures of isopycnal tilting

a. Data analysis

Adiabatic slumping of density fronts produces vertical

stratification with a TS structure similar to that of the

horizontal density gradient (e.g., Fig. 1). Therefore TS

relationships will be used to isolate regions where excess

stratification may result from tilted horizontal density

gradients from regions where other processes are at

work. A Turner angle provides a metric to quantify the

relative contributions of temperature and salinity to

density. Turner angles for horizontal TuH and vertical

TuV gradients are defined as

Tu
V
5 tan21

�
a
›u

›z
2b

›S
A

›z
,a

›u

›z
1b

›S
A

›z

�
, and (7)

Tu
H
5 tan21(a›u2b›S

A
,a›u1b›S

A
), (8)

where › is the difference between data points calculated

across isopycnals, and a and b are the thermal expansion

and saline contraction coefficients, respectively. The

term TuV is determined for each Argo profile using (7)

by taking data points of u and SA at the upper and lower

bounds of the 50%–90%ML depth range. The gradient

TuH is calculated using monthly MIMOC fields for each

0.58 grid point by fitting a plane to the surface density

values at eight neighboring grid points. Surface u and SA
along the inclination of the fitted plane (i.e., across

gradient) were used to calculate TuH using (8).

b. Case studies

Turner angles support the inferences drawn from the

comparison of one-dimensional simulations and float ob-

servations at OWS-P and the IB. To examine the re-

lationship between u andSA40–10 days before the heat flux

changes sign, PDFs of the Turner angle TuV are projected

FIG. 2. (a) Mean stratification at OceanWeather Station Papa (488–528N, 1478–1438W) in 50%–90% of theML

from model simulations (2006–10) and float observations (2002–13). Data were normalized to t_QNET0 for each

year, then 15-day means (lines) were plotted along with 23 std dev (shaded) for observations (green) and model

(orange). Individual data points from observations are plotted as dots (green). (b) PDF of Turner angle at Ocean

Weather Station Papa projected onto u–SA space. For each vector, the angle is determined using (7) and (8) for

model (orange), observations (green), and horizontal (purple). The length of each line is weighted to the mag-

nitude of the PDF for the Turner angle. Here, observations match the 1Dmodel as in Figs. 1b and 1d. (c)As in (a),

but for the Icelandic basin 588–628N, 248–208W. (d)As in (b), but for the Icelandic basin.Here, observationsmatch

the horizontal density gradient model as in Figs. 1c and 1d.
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onto u–SA space with vector magnitudes normalized to the

PDF maximum. At OWS-P (Fig. 2c), vectors of observed

(green) and modeled (orange) u–SA lie atop each other,

indicating that the model captures both the observed

stratification and the observed u–SA structure. Neither

observednormodeledTuV exhibits any relationship toTuH
of the surrounding horizontal density structure (purple),

suggesting that lateral effects have no significant role.

In the IB, however, the model’s inability to replicate

observed TuV (Fig. 2d) corroborates the disagreement

between modeled and observed stratification. Instead,

observed TuV agrees with horizontal across-isopycnal

TuH, indicative of the horizontal density gradients

slumping to produce vertical stratification.

c. Global studies

Monthly values of TuH were binned as in section 2c

to estimate the TS structure of horizontal density

gradients that would tilt to produce vertical stratifica-

tion. MIMOC-derived TuH 1 month before t_QNET0

FIG. 3. (a) Ratio of observed stratification from Argo floats to modeled stratification using

PWP (RN2) for themonth before t_QNET0. 0. (b) Error inRN2. Contours ofQMLE at 65 (solid),

35 (dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted).
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were compared with TuV calculated from Argo profiles

40–10 days before t_QNET0. Differences in horizontal

surface and vertical lower ML Turner angle (DTu 5
jTuH2TuVj) are plotted in Fig. 4a. Orange regions have

TS structure in the stratifying ML consistent with hori-

zontal density gradients (i.e., similar values of TuH and

TuV). Note that the 10-day offset between the selected

temporal ranges for TuH and TuV calculations may re-

sult in some Argo data being drawn from a different

month than used to calculate TuH. While TuH fluctuates

interseasonally (Johnson et al. 2012), monthly changes

in TuH are relatively small (,158) in most ocean basins,

with large monthly changes in TuH occurring in the low

latitudes (,208), coastal regions, and near western

FIG. 4. (a) The DTu determined as jTuH 2 TuVj for the month before t_QNET0 . 0; TuH is

derived fromMIMOCand TuV fromArgo data using (7) and (8). (b) Error inDTu. Contours of
QMLE at 65 (solid), 35 (dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted). Note the change in color bar. In (a),

orange represents low values to indicate observed Tu is similar to that of the horizontal gra-

dient. In (b), the color bar is inverted to highlight regions with large error.
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boundary currents. Again, the error forDTu is estimated

with a Monte Carlo approach by adding noise to

t_QNET0, u, and SA for repeated calculations of mode Tu

(Fig. 4b). Of the ;75% of the oceans with RN2 . 1.5,

40%6 25% have DTu, 15. Adopting these thresholds

for RN2 and DTu suggests that ;30% 6 20% of the

oceans analyzed in this study exhibit springtime strati-

fication influenced by the slumping of lateral density

gradients.

4. Stratification from MLEs

a. Global pattern of QMLE versus lateral
slumping-induced stratification

Maps of QMLE are created using climatological u, SA,

and ML depth provided by MIMOC (Figs. 4a,b). The

0.58 resolution of MIMOC necessitates a scale factor,

similar to what would be applied for coarse resolution

models [(5)]. The terms cp, r, and a are calculated for

eachMIMOC grid point, and j=bj2 is calculated (Fig. 4c)
for each grid point using neighboring values of r in both

latitude and longitude to determine the horizontal

density gradient:

j=bj52g

r
o

(r2x 1 r2y)
1/2 . (9)

The width Lf is calculated using (4), where N are mode

values calculated in section 2c, and Lfmin 5 1 km. Re-

gions of highQMLE (Fig. 4a; orange) are associated with

both the strong lateral gradients of the subtropics and

the edges of the deep ML regions of the North Atlantic

(NA) and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).

The metric used to compare signatures of RN2 and

DTu (i.e., where enhanced stratification may result from

tilting isopycnals) with QMLE is

Weighted DTu5
1

11DTu
, and (10)

Weighted R
N2

5
for R

N2
. 1 12

1

R
N2

for R
N2

# 1 0

. (11)

For both, values closer to one indicate properties con-

sistent with MLE-induced stratification (e.g., high RN2

and DTu near 0). Multiplying these weighted values,

W
NT

5Weighted DTu3Weighted R
N2

, (12)

provides a single metric that describes where frontal

slumping is likely responsible for excess upper-ocean

stratification (Fig. 6a). Error forWNT (Fig. 6b) is estimated

by propagating error for RN2 and DTu (Figs. 3b, 4b).

The subtropical North and South Pacific, the sub-

tropical southern Indian Ocean, and the eastern South

Pacific exhibit high WNT coincident with high QMLE

(Figs. 6, 5a). This relationship is not as discernable in the

North and South Atlantic. Further discussions of these

patterns are found in sections 5 and 6.

b. Global distributions

PDFs of H, =b, and QMLE (Fig. 7) describe the char-

acteristics of high WNT regions. PDFs of QMLE (Fig. 7c)

for various thresholds of WNT show that regions that

exhibit lateral slumping-induced stratification also tend

toward higher values of QMLE. This reflects similarities

in geographical patterns between QMLE and WNT

(Figs. 5a, 6) and suggests that regions of lateral slumping

occur where theory predicts MLEs to be prevalent in

stratifying the ML. Of regions with aWNT . 0.5, 60%6
10% are also regions whereQMLE . 40Wm22 (i.e., the

mode of the QMLE PDF for WNT . 0.5; Fig. 7a), sug-

gesting that MLEs may be responsible for enhanced

stratification in 25% 6 15% of the world’s oceans.

The heat flux QMLE is proportional to H2 and =b2,

suggesting that MLEs tend to occur in regions of deep

MLs and strong lateral gradients. In regions of high

WNT, the mode of =b shifts toward higher values, yet the

mode of H does not change. In fact, the distribution ofH

shifts away from the deepestML and retains only a small

portion of regions with MLD greater than 200m. The

shift in =b is intuitive; regions of strong lateral density

gradients are theorized to have an abundance of sub-

mesoscale fronts to source theAPE that allowsMLEs to

grow, slump vertical isopycnals, and stratify the upper

ocean. A more subtle mechanism sets the PDF of H.

These results suggest that the restratifying effects of

lateral slumping by MLE limit the coexistence of strong

lateral density gradients and deep MLs. The shift in

PDFs of =b andH are consistent with signatures of high

WNT and highQMLE in the midlatitude regions of strong

lateral density gradients that generally have shallower

wintertime MLs. There is only a small signature of high

WNT and high QMLE in the high-latitude regions of

modest lateral density gradients and deep MLs. This

may suggest that MLEs are acting to preferentially

stratify deep MLs.

c. Horizontal buoyancy gradients versus mixed layer
depths

The definition ofQMLE [(3)] implies that regions with

strong horizontal density contrasts and deep MLs re-

stratify due to differential lateral advection of buoyancy,

thereby reducing the ML depth and the horizontal gra-

dient. Regions with these conditions should be unstable

and rare. This relationship manifests as a negative
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correlation (;20.6) between H and =b in the mid-

latitudes (Fig. 8) and is visually apparent by comparing

maps of wintertime H and =b (Figs. 5b,c). Climatolog-

ical relationships between H and =b during winter and

summer provide additional evidence (Fig. 9). Summer

ML depths are generally shallow despite the magnitude

of lateral buoyancy gradients, pointing to the impor-

tance of surface heating in setting stratification and ML

depth (Figs. 9a,c) during this time. Wintertime surface

forcing drives deep MLs (Figs. 9b,d), yet =b appears to

set an upper bound on mixed layer depth. The slope of

this relationship corresponds to a QMLE O(100)Wm22

(Fig. 9), comparable to values inferred by Mahadevan

et al. (2012). This wintertime relationship between H

and =b is consistent with the idea that the maximum

winter ML depth is set by a competition between pro-

cesses that deepen the ML (e.g., wind and convective

mixing) and MLEs that shallow it (Fox-Kemper and

Ferrari 2008; Mahadevan et al. 2012).

5. Regional studies

The quantities WNT, QMLE, RN2, and DTu exhibit

latitudinal-dependent correlations (Fig. 10) that provide a

framework for closer examination of regional patterns of

MLE influence. Correlations betweenWNT andQMLE are

largest at midlatitudes and drop off near the equator and

higher latitudes, with a small increase in the high-latitude

Southern Ocean. This discussion considers the results of

Figs. 3, 4, 7, and 8 in the context of QMLE (Fig. 5).

a. Midlatitude

HighWNT coincideswith highQMLE in regions associated

with subtropical gyres and convergent flows throughout

most ocean basins. This geographic distribution is consistent

with PDF shifts (Fig. 7) that suggest the majority of lateral

slumping is occurring in regions with strong gradients and

shallower MLs and can be seen in the midlatitude correla-

tion between WNT and QMLE (Fig. 8). The band of WNT

extending from Japan to Mexico coincides with the sharp

gradients of the North Pacific convergence zone and sub-

tropical front (Fig. 5c). Wintertime observations from this

region (Hosegood et al. 2006, 2013; Shcherbina et al. 2009)

reveal submesoscale dynamics of lateral slumping and pos-

sibleMLand symmetric instabilities, which arepredecessors

to fully developed MLEs that drive stratification through

lateral slumping (Thomas et al. 2008; Boccaletti et al. 2007).

The signal of high WNT is patchy and fills the western sub-

tropical NA. Here, values of RN2 are large in the west and

decrease eastward, consistent with patterns ofQMLE.

In the Southern Hemisphere, elevated WNT extends

east off the southern tip of Africa and continues through

the subtropical gyre to the west coast of Australia. This

pattern also exists in the South Pacific as wedges extending

eastward off the coast of Australia and another extending

westward off the archipelagos of southern Chile.

b. High latitudes

The QMLE at the high latitude tends to be a result of

deep MLs and modest gradients. Note that QMLE

FIG. 5. (a) The QMLE (Wm22) for the month before

t_QNET0 . 0 calculated from (5) using MIMOC. Contours

ofQMLE at 65 (solid), 35 (dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted).

(b) As in (a), but for MIMOC MLD and (c) MIMOC-

derived =b. Both MLD and =b have been binned and

smoothed similar to QMLE (see section 4a).
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estimates are not largest in regions of the deepest MLs

associated with the ACC and NA (Figs. 5a–c), largely

because these regions have weak lateral density gradi-

ents. Instead,QMLE appears in the transition away from

the deepest MLs, where MLs, deeper than those found

in subtropical fronts, and lateral buoyancy gradients can

coexist. The QMLE associated with these deep MLs

agrees with WNT in the subpolar NA, where gradients

FIG. 6. MetricWNT5WeightedDTu3WeightedRN2 [(12)]. Higher values ofWNT are stronger

signatures of increased RN2 and smaller values of DTu, both of which indicate lateral slumping-

induced stratification. Contours of QMLE at 65 (solid), 35 (dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted). Black

boxes refer to the following observational studies: OWS Papa (1508N, 1458W), Spice (258N, 1408W;

Ferrari and Rudnick 2000), Scalable Lateral Mixing and Coherent Turbulence (LatMix; 378N,

658W; Shcherbina et al. 2013), North Pacific Subtropical Front (308N, 1508W;Hosegood et al. 2006),

2008 North Atlantic Bloom Experiment (NAB08; 608N, 208W; Mahadevan et al. 2012), Ocean

SurfaceMixing, Ocean Sub-mesoscale Interaction Study (OSMOSIS; 488N, 168W), ProgramOcéan
Multidisciplinaire Méso Echelle (POMME; 428N, 188W; Karleskind et al. 2011), and Southern

Ocean Seasonal Cycle Experiment (SOSCEX) (108N, 428S; Swart et al. 2015). (b) Error in WNT.
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extend from the tip of Newfoundland toward Iceland

but disagrees south of Greenland where DTu values are

large. The WNT signal in the IB is consistent with the

case study (Figs. 2b,d) and with results reported by

Mahadevan et al. (2012).

In the Southern Hemisphere, large QMLE associated

with deep MLs suggests springtime stratification driven

by MLEs, conflicting with WNT patterns that do not

show the expected relationship between vertical and

lateral TS structure. The existence of high QMLE in the

southern Indian Ocean around 508S does not agree with

low values ofWNT that result from the large DTu. In the

South Pacific, the story is the opposite, with high WNT

accompanied by lowQMLE in a region that extends east

from the New Zealand coast toward the southern tip

of Chile.

c. Equatorial

The correlation betweenWNT andQMLE falls off near

the equator (Fig. 8) as patchy signals of highWNT rarely

FIG. 7. PDFs of (a) mixed layer depth, (b)=b, (c)QMLE,

(d) eddy kinetic energy, (e) log (gwind). Black lines rep-

resent the distribution of all the oceans analyzed in this

study. Colored lines represent distributions for regions

of the ocean that exceed values of WNT (0.01, 0.05, 0.1,

and 0.15). Higher values of WNT correspond to increased

evidence for lateral slumping. For all variables, shifts in

the PDF between all regions analyzed (black) and regions

exceeding 0.05 (yellow) are statistically significant.
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coexist with regions of high QMLE below 208 latitude.
There is no strong signal betweenWNT andQMLE in the

Arabian Sea or the Bay of Bengal, which may be at-

tributed to monsoonal dynamics and freshwater fluxes

that may dominate the lateral processes here. Fox-

Kemper et al. (2008) discuss the implications ofC at low

latitudes, where the tendency for rapid restratification is

accompanied by an increase in eddy growth rates. Near

the equator, Rossby adjustment occurs faster and may

be important for lateral slumping (Tandon and Garrett

1994). Additionally, the lack of signal in the equatorial

regions may reflect uncertainties associated with de-

fining t_QNET0 in tropical regions that exhibit weak or

nonexistent seasonal cycles in QNET.

6. Alternative hypotheses

Lateral slumping is ubiquitous where fronts are

present, and MLEs may be a leading-order mechanism

that slumps fronts, but other lateral processes also

modify upper-ocean stratification.

a. Wind dynamics

Winds interacting with fronts can induce ageostrophic

secondary circulations that interact with the effects of

MLEs. Winds blowing up/downfront have restratifying/

destratifying effects on the upper ocean (Thomas and

Lee 2005;Mahadevan et al. 2010) and can sharpen fronts

to trigger symmetric instabilities that impact stratifica-

tion (Taylor and Ferrari 2010; D’Asaro et al. 2011).

Thomas and Ferrari (2008) assess the relative impor-

tance of boundary layer dynamics on upper-ocean

stratification by deriving estimates for the differential

advection in the ML resulting from frontal processes

versus frictional processes due to wind stress and geo-

strophic stress. Studies that estimate the global impor-

tance of geostrophic stress (Wenegrat and McPhaden

2016) indicate this process may be influential at low

latitudes. Here, the discussion focuses on wind stress

where the ratio for differential advection Dy is

g
wind

5
Dy

wind

Dy
front

5
(t/r)1/2Ro21

=bHf21
, (13)

where Ro is the Rossby number, taken here as Ro5 0.1

following Thomas and Ferrari (2008). The term gwind is

computed following themethods used to computeQMLE

(section 4a), with wind data from CCMP and r and

=b from MIMOC (Fig. 10a). Positive values imply wind

to be dominant, and negative values imply frontogenetic

effects to be dominant. It is evident that winds have an

influence on upper-ocean stratification where QMLE is

weak. The magnitude of this scaling depends on the

choice of Ro.At the submesoscale, Ro approachesO(1),

FIG. 8. Latitudinal relationships between WNT with RN2, DTu, gwind, and QMLE; QMLE with

RN2 and DTu; and =b with MLD. Positive (negative) values suggest that the two variables are

correlated (anticorrelated) within that latitude bin. Here, correlation coefficients between

variables were computed in zonal sections of 58 latitude bins. Dotted lines represent 95%

confidence intervals.
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decreasing gwind by an order of magnitude and therefore

decreasing the number of regions where wind effects

are dominant. Nonetheless, the geographic distribution

of gwind would remain the same and some conclusions

may be drawn from these patterns. Correlations be-

tween log(gwind) and WNT are opposite that of QMLE

(Fig. 8) with high negative correlation in the mid-

latitudes, consistent with where frontogenetic dynamics

dominate over wind. Correlation falls at high latitudes

and near the equator. The absence of strong positive

correlation between log(gwind) and WNT suggests that

wind effects do not describe patterns of frontally en-

hanced stratification consistently. Similarly, PDFs of

log(gwind) shift toward lower values for regions of high

WNT, consistent with the idea that frontogenetic pro-

cesses are responsible for observed signatures of frontal

slumping.

The competing effects of winds on a front can be de-

scribed as an Ekman buoyancy flux (EBF; Thomas and

Lee 2005; D’Asaro et al. 2011):

EBF5
1

r
o

t=b

f
. (14)

Downfront winds drive Ekman transport that moves

waters from the dense (cold) side of fronts over less

dense waters on the warm side, producing negative EBF

that drives vertical mixing and acts tomaintain the front.

Upfront winds move light (warm) waters over dense

(cold), producing positive EBF that drives frontolysis,

slumping the front to create vertical stratification.

Stratification resulting from positive EBF will have a

signature similar to that driven by MLEs and other

processes that adiabatically slump horizontal gradients.

Observational and numerical evidence of local wind–

front interactions illustrate the impact of EBF on the

evolution of fronts (Thomas and Lee 2005; Mahadevan

et al. 2010; D’Asaro et al. 2011). Some cases find the

buoyancy budget driven by EBF rather than MLEs

(Haney et al. 2012; Thomas et al. 2016), illustrating the

importance of considering these effects when discussing

FIG. 9. Probability density function relating surface density gradients =b and mixed layer depthsH. Contours are

QMLE } (=b2H2)/f [(3)]. (a) Northern Hemisphere (.108N) summer (August), (b) Northern Hemisphere (.108N)

late winter (February), (c) Southern Hemisphere (.108S) summer (February), and (d) Southern Hemisphere

(.108S) late winter (August). The summertime relationship between =b and H suggest MLEs do not have a domi-

nant role in setting upper-ocean stratification. Wintertime H increases but appears to be restrained by =b. This

restraint is shown as most regions of the world’s oceans lie on a QMLE contour O(100)Wm22, consistent with the

significance of MLEs on the upper ocean.
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global estimates of frontally modulated stratification.

EBF can be represented as an equivalent heat flux by

multiplying (1) by [(cpr)/(gaT)] to obtain QEBF. It is

assumed that the effects of EBF and MLE are linear;

therefore, QMLE and QEBF are comparable. Here, wind

data from CCMP, and r and =b from MIMOC, are

processed similar to QMLE, as described in section 2c,

yielding a global distribution of climatological QEBF

during the transition into spring (Fig. 10b). This clima-

tological view of QEBF reveals strong destratifying ef-

fects of the westerlies on the Kuroshio (D’Asaro et al.

2011), Gulf Stream (Thomas et al. 2016), and Antarctic

polar front and strong restratifying effects in the pres-

ence of trade winds.

High-latitude regions lack WNT (Fig. 6), even in the

presence of highQMLE (Fig. 5a), evident in the falloff in

FIG. 10. (a) log(gwind) negative values suggest that frontal processes dominate upper-ocean

stratification, while negative values suggest that wind processes are important. (b) QEBF in

Wm22. Positive values suggest that QEBF is stratifying the upper ocean, while negative values

indicate winds maintain the front working against MLEs. Contours of QMLE at 65 (solid), 35

(dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted).
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correlation between QMLE and WNT (Fig. 8). This dis-

crepancy occurs in the presence of both negative QEBF

(Fig. 10b) and gwind . 1 (Fig. 10a), implying that wind

dynamics dominate over frontal effects in setting upper-

ocean stratification in these regions. This comparison

must be taken with the caveat that large-scale monthly

climatologies of winds and density gradients likely mis-

represent the impact of EBF on localized fronts, as the

instantaneous orientation of winds and fronts will differ

from those derived from averages taken over larger

spatial and temporal spans. Furthermore, an asymmetry

of downfront versus upfront winds implies these values

cannot be represented by climatological forcing. Thus,

the data and analysis tools employed here may be in-

sufficient to accurately assess the localized role of EBF.

b. Mesoscale dynamics

Eddy kinetic energy (EKE 5 u2 1 y2) is calculated

from AVISO geostrophic velocity anomalies (http://www.

aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/) and binned as described in sec-

tion 2. Patterns of high EKE (Fig. 11) coincide with high

QMLE and high WNT, particularly near western boundary

currents and some sections of the ACC. EKE quiescent

regions of theNorth Pacific, subtropical South Pacific, and

the south Indian Ocean south of Australia also coincide

with low values of WNT. The PDF shift of EKE (Fig. 7)

also reflects the concurrence of high WNT and EKE. This

might be expected, as submesoscale flows and fronts can

emerge from straining and stirring of the mesoscale. Yet,

while mesoscale activity can transport buoyancy laterally,

the majority of restratification is achieved through vertical

transfer of buoyancy resulting from the overturning circu-

lation induced by submesoscale instabilities (Fox-Kemper

et al. 2008).

c. Unresolved processes

Other causes may be responsible for the discrepancy

between observed and modeled stratification during the

transition into spring. Here, the discussion of the Turner

angle is extended to include modeled Turner angle TuM,

calculated using model output similar to TuV [(7)], and

DTuOM 5 jTuM2 TuVj, similar to DTu (section 3c). The

angles DTuOM and DTu are used to partition the ocean

into five categories (Fig. 12). While diagnosing all pos-

sible dynamics is beyond the scope of this analysis, some

general conclusions can be inferred from this represen-

tation. Category A contains regions consistent with

vertical mixing (e.g., I and II in Fig. 1). These account for

24% of the oceans analyzed and are most prominent in

the subpolar North Pacific. Category B consists of re-

gions consistent with lateral slumping (e.g., IV in Fig. 1)

and account for 14% of oceans analyzed in this study.

Category C includes regions where observations agree

with both vertical mixing and lateral slumping and ac-

counts for 27% of the oceans analyzed. Note that cate-

gory C characterizes regions within the subtropics,

where horizontal density gradients are strong, QMLE is

high, and QEBF is positive. Category D is made up of

regions where observations do not agree with vertical

mixing or frontal slumping. This accounts for 13% of the

FIG. 11. EKE (m2 s22) derived fromAVISOgeostrophic velocity anomalies. Contours ofQMLE

at 65 (solid), 35 (dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted).
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regions analyzed and may point to the importance of

other lateral processes. For example, category D char-

acterizes regions of the ACC. While MLEs are thought

to be leading order on time scales shorter than most

large-scale geostrophic flows, this may not be true for

some of the fastest currents. The final category consists

of regions where differences in Turner angle are within

error of these different categories and account for 22%

of the ocean analyzed.

7. Conclusions

Profiling float observations compared to a one-

dimensional model of the ocean ML suggest that param-

eterizations ignoring lateral processes underestimate

upper-ocean springtime stratification for 75% 6 25% of

the world’s oceans. Relationships between the large-scale

horizontal TS and local vertical TS are used to identify

regions where lateral gradients are transformed into ver-

tical stratification. This analysis indicates that lateral

slumping is most likely responsible for 40%6 25% of the

increased stratification not captured by the models,

therefore influencing 30% 6 20% of the world’s oceans.

Patterns of lateral slumping (larger WNT) mimic patterns

of parameterizedMLE (highQMLE), with 60%6 10% of

regions with WNT . 0.05 having an associated QMLE

flux . 40Wm22 (Fig. 2c). This correspondence suggests

that MLEs have an important role in stratifying the upper

ocean during the transition into spring. Specifically, re-

gions of high WNT tend to have strong lateral density

gradients and moderate mixed layer depths, with a small

distribution ofWNT in high-latitude regions of theNAand

Southern Ocean with deep MLs.

Fox-Kemper et al. (2011) parameterized MLEs into

global circulation models using (1) withC5 (Ds/Lf)Co.

Including this parameterization shallows the MLD in

the North Pacific extending east of Japan, in the Gulf of

Mexico, in basins extending both east and west from

Australia, and in the Southern Ocean, which are all con-

sistent with patterns ofWNT found here. However, patterns

of high WNT in the shallow ML regions of the subtropics

found here are not in agreement with Fox-Kemper et al.

(2011); this may reveal limitations of (1) to capture MLEs

in shallow MLs or may be attributed to the importance of

other stratifying processes in the subtropics.

Despite evidence from observations and models that

indicate the importance of wind stress on frontal strati-

fication via the Ekman buoyancy flux, the large-scale

patterns ofQEBF calculated here do not further improve

the predictions of WNT. This is most likely due to the

inability of large-scale wind and gradient statistics to

capture local dynamics. This study suggests the relative

contributions of EBF to large-scale patterns of upper-

ocean stratification are not resolved by this analysis.

Although this study focuses on springtime stratifica-

tion, the relationship between H and =b (Fig. 8) in-

dicates that MLEs could limit the depth of the

wintertime ML in regions with strong lateral gradients,

with a typical restratification flux ofO(100)Wm22. This

is consistent with studies showing heightened sub-

mesoscale activity in winter (Callies et al. 2015). Anal-

ogous to spring stratification, MLEs could also influence

stratification during fall as surface forcing works to

deepen mixed layers in the presence of strong summer

lateral density gradients. The full seasonal implications

of lateral slumping remain to be explored.

FIG. 12. (a) Observed Turner angle is compared with modeled vertical and horizontal Turner angles (see Fig. 1).

Contours ofQMLE at 65 (solid), 35 (dashed), and 20Wm22 (dotted). (b) Descriptions of each of these categories are

summarized, where agreement is set at a threshold ofDTu, 30.DTuOM, 30 (QuadrantA),DTu, 30 (Quadrant B),

both DTuOM , 30 and DTu , 30 (Quadrant C), and both DTuOM . 30 and DTu . 30 (Quadrant D).
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